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Introduction

Social media (SM) is by now one of the most e!ec-
tive -if not the most e!ective- digital tools available 
in Public Archaeology, surpassing traditional web-
sites and blogs in reaching out to both professional 
and general public audience interested in our past 
and in the research around it. With the world by now 
well into a social media revolution, it is no surprise 
that social media like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 

-to cite a few- are used extensively for communica-
tion in archaeology. 

Social Media refers to the use of web-based and 
mobile technologies to turn communication into an 
interactive dialogue: the term indicates a variety of 
internet-based applications including social blogs, 
microblogging, Internet fora, weblogs, podcasts, 
photo sharing, services review, social bookmarking, 
and more. For the purpose of this study we will use 
SM to indicate mainly services like microblogs (e.g. 
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Abstract 
Visualising Engineered Landscape (VEiL) is a landscape archaeology project 
based in Aquileia (Italy), which combines traditional methodologies with in-
novative digital technologies. Despite growing interest worldwide in Public Ar-
chaeology, in Italy VEiL is a unique example of an archaeological "eld survey 
project developing digital public engagement through Social Media (SM).

VEiL adopts a planned communication strategy, combining di!erent SM 
(Twitter, Instagram, Facebook): multiple SM accounts enable customisation of 
contents according to the SM speci"c community, and to adapt communication 
patterns on the basis of audience response, matching public understanding and 
scienti"c authenticity. #e adopted approach proved successful in reaching a 
broad and heterogeneous audience: the analytics show steadily increasing num-
bers of followers, ranging from academics to cultural associations, other public 
archaeology projects and general public.

#rough digital engagement media, VEiL enables non-specialists to look be-
hind the scenes of a research project. Posts that highlight diachronic landscape 
transformations are the ones with the highest interaction, suggesting a growing 
interest in local communities for local history: consequently, local landowners 
and residents feel more con"dent in sharing useful information with archaeol-
ogists. Direct, un-mediated interaction with VEiL project members increased 
followers also among scholars, attracted by the possibility of sharing reciprocal 
expertise in an informal fashion.

#is paper describes the SM strategy, adopted by VEiL, of sharing the prog-
ress and results of ongoing research and how it fosters a direct connection be-
tween academics and public.
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Twitter), social networking sites (e.g. Facebook) and 
photo sharing (Instagram). #ese have emerged as 
leading instruments in the communication of An-
tiquity research (Walker 2014b) for their capacity of 
reaching out to a diverse and transversal public and 
are the force driving the advancement of the Digital 
Public Archaeology discipline.

Public Archaeology and Social Media. 
An Overview
In the last 20 years, the passage from the static Web 
1.0 to the interactive Web 2.0 (or social Web) has 
opened countless possibilities in the "eld of commu-
nication, public outreach and interaction according 
to a many-to-many communication scheme. #e 
appearance and development of Social Media, more 
speci"cally, has made available low-budget, $exible, 
interactive platforms that, despite privately owned 
and controlled, could be nevertheless considered 
‘democratic’ since they enable users to reach a diverse 
and global public through the creation of ‘decen-
tralised communication channels’ (Amedie 2005).

#e archaeological community has been able to 
quickly recognise the potential of SM in terms of 
public engagement and visibility, and in the course 
of the last decades - especially a%er 2010 - the major-
ity of archaeological museums, parks, organisations, 
private companies, research projects etc. have em-
braced the use of SM for communication and data 
dissemination. Social Media have thus become the 
bridgehead of Digital Public Archaeology. Stemming 
from traditional Public Archaeology, this is now a 
discipline - and a practice - debating issues related 
to the use of ‘New Media’ (in particular Web, SM 
platforms, mobile technologies) for engaging public 
on themes related to archaeology, developing meth-
ods and tools for public outreach and investigating 
new channels of online communication (Richardson 
2013; Rocks-Macqueen 2016). 

#e debate surrounding Digital Public Archaeol-
ogy has more recently shi%ed to considering speci"c 
challenges, such as the need of developing strate-
gies for fast dissemination of new discoveries with 
the goal of enhancing the impact of archaeological 
research, gaining public support and ensuring e!ec-
tive research outcomes’ communications in return of 
public funding (Bonacchi 2012; Richardson 2013). 

In$uenced by post-processualism instances (Hodder 
1999; Richardson 2013), the debate has focused also 
on novel means of interaction with a broad public 
through crowdsourcing (Bonacchi et al. 2015; Grif-
"ths et al. 2015) and collaboratory/contributory 
digital practices able to create a new paradigm in 
the archaeological interpretation process (Bollw-
erk 2015; Bonacchi & Petersson 2017). Ethic issues 
(e.g. authority, privacy, inequalities in the access to 
the Internet, online abuse) related to Digital Public 
Archaeology have also been debated (Walker 2014a; 
Richardson 2018). 

Nowadays, not only organisations and institu-
tions with a ‘physical’ location and connected infra-
structures - like museums and research centres-, but 
also ‘virtual loci’ - like archaeological projects and 
initiatives - make large use of SM, the majority of 
them showing a preference for micro-blogging ap-
plications (Twitter), visual storytelling tools (Insta-
gram) and, most of all, platforms for social interac-
tion (Facebook). #e ways in which SM are exploited 
within archaeological projects and the level of aware-
ness in topics related to Digital Public Archaeology 
is, on another hand, extremely diverse (Perry & 
Beale 2015). #e absence of a clear SM strategy and 
the lack of a theoretical framework in which archae-
ological SM initiatives are developed a!ect o%en the 
use of SM within many projects, revealing an impro-
vised (and o%en naive) approach to Digital Public 
Archaeology that disempower its potential.

While excavation or cataloguing projects are 
largely exploiting the power of digital applications 
for Public Archaeology (for example the projects 
Micropasts - Bonacchi et al. 2014-, Portable Antiq-
uities Scheme - Bland 2009 -, Open Salapia - Baldas-
sarre 2018 -, !e Vindolanda Trust - Facebook2018a-, 
MSU Campus Archaeology - Brock & Goldstein 
2015), landscape archaeology projects seem slower 
in grabbing the opportunities o!ered by SM to foster 
public engagement. Fieldwalking survey is certainly 
a methodology generally unknown to the broader 
audience, and, compared to traditional archaeolog-
ical excavations, less visually impactful, if we consid-
er that archaeological excavations’ SM strategies are 
based on the publication of eye-catching images of 
unique monument discoveries, something that is un-
likely in modern "eldwalking survey. However, "eld 
survey is also a discipline that enables many inter-
actions with local inhabitants of a geographic area 
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(farmers, landowners, administration authorities, 
or simple amateurs) and is well placed to highlight 
the history of the local heritage and its preservation 
within local communities than a single site; moreover, 
this applies to a broader geographic space. Actively 
incorporating digital Public Archaeology initiatives 
in "eld survey projects has therefore the potential of 
creating strong bonds with local communities that 
can support and facilitate the project itself.

In the following paragraphs, we are going to de-
scribe the experience developed within the survey 
project VEiL - Visualising Engineered Landscape with 
the goal of presenting and discussing our Social Me-
dia Strategy and the results so far achieved. VEiL rep-
resents in Italy a unique example of an archaeological 
"eld survey project widely exploiting SM potential to 
reach and engage a general audience.

In general, the use of SM in "eld survey activities 
su!ers from the lack of published literature. Given 
these circumstances, any detailed comparative anal-
ysis and discussion on the broader theoretical frame-
work within which our activity is set would have 
been impossible or only based on partial data.

#e present work can be therefore considered as 
an attempt to start a conversation on SM  approach-
es adopted within archaeological "eldwork projects, 
with the aim of understanding whether appropriate 
SM strategies could contribute in raising interest 
around "eld survey activities and how SM can be 
used to increase the international visibility of an ar-
chaeological area, to provide insights on the work of 
"eld archaeologists and on material culture, and to 
educate the public on challenges faced by cultural 
landscapes.

!e VPAI - VEiL Project Public 
Archaeology Initiative
VEiL is an H2020 funded landscape archaeology 
project focused on investigating anciently engi-
neered landscapes around Roman Aquileia (Italy) 
(Traviglia 2018). In order to improve public acces-
sibility to the outcomes of the project, VEiL started 
V_PAI (VEiL Project Public Archaeology Initiative), a 
project’s stream that encompasses a variety of activ-
ities, all addressed to exploit SM power to reach a 
broad and diverse audience, including both special-
ists and general public. VEiL represents a distinctive 

instance within the above described framework of 
digital Public Archaeology in that it is applying SM 
public engagement strategies to a project that mainly 
entails "eld survey activities. 

V_PAI is using a combination of multiple SM 
$anking a more traditional website: its SM space is 
de"ned by a Twitter account (Twitter 2018) since 
28th October 2016, an Instagram pro"le (Instagram 
2018) since 30th May 2017, a Facebook page (Face-
book 2018b) since 17th October 2017, and a YouTube 
channel (YouTube 2018) since 16th May 2018.

Evolution of V_PAI strategy:  
the Interdependence with Public Responses

Since the beginning of our composite SM strategy, we 
needed to tackle some issues related to language and 
communication style. VEiL is an Italy based project 
but, having been initially funded by the European 
Community, had to reach an international audience. 
#is circumstance, together with later con"rmations 
from analytics (see 4.1), suggested for the use of En-
glish language, which, however, would have excluded 
wide portions of the Italian public, unfamiliar with it. 
#e choice was to use both languages based on the 
particular SM’s own characteristics. On Facebook, 
the same content is posted in both languages (Italian 
and English): Facebook is not bounded by characters 
limitation and it allows to select a preferred language 
for each post, o!ering the possibility to translate the 
contents; users can thus select whether to read the 
text in Italian or in English. #e preferred language 
in which the post appears is the one selected by each 
user and/or it depends from the location of its IP 
address. On Twitter, due to characters limitations, 
posts are published only in English. On Instagram, 
text is extremely short, and communication is con-
veyed mainly by images and hashtags, re$ecting the 
visual nature of this social platform.

#e second challenge was the de"nition of a con-
tent strategy that had to re$ect the main goal of V_
PAI of reaching out for both general audience and 
archaeological community. Our posts aim to "nd a 
balance between public understanding and scienti"c 
authenticity: on one side, content must be appealing 
to the general public and understandable, without 
technicalities; on the other, posts must have an in-
terest also for the scienti"c audience. #erefore, the 
approach adopted is to privilege scienti"c content 
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and to convey it in a non-specialist, but still accu-
rate language. Specialised language is not avoided, 
but technical details are always explained; objects 
and habits of the ancient world are frequently com-
pared with contemporary tools and customs, in or-
der to enable even non-specialised users to perceive 
them as something familiar. SM content is also de-
termined by the ‘intrinsic nature’ of each platform, 
and the functionalities o!ered by it: Facebook allows 
to share detailed back-stories and long posts; Twit-
ter, due to its “microblog” nature (Akcora & Demir-
bas 2010, Richardson 2012), enables to ‘tweet’ short 
status updates to a web-based public timeline; Ins-
tagram uses visually attractive content, with images 
being “a communicative act as a part of the whole 
social networking experience” (Akkanat 2012), and 
networking hashtags. 

VEiL’s SM strategy has changed through time: our 
communication patterns have become increasingly 
more structured, adapting to audience’s responses. 
For the purpose of this papers, we have subdivided 
chronologically the trajectory of our SM strategy in 
7 phases, re$ecting the changes in our communica-
tion patterns. #is temporal subdivision was deemed 
necessary in order to compare the results reached 
during each phase and to connect the variation in 
followers number and in public interaction to the 
strategic choices made in each phase.1  #e 5th phase, 
corresponding to the period when we switched to 
a more structured strategy, is subdivided in 9 sub-
phases - re$ecting the taking place of special events 

- in order to analyse both the characteristics of each 
event and their e!ects on the public engagement 
growth.

Phase 1: Opening. During this phase, in which 
only the Twitter account was active, we used our ac-
count in an experimental way, without following any 
structured strategy. Very few tweets were published 
during the "rst months. Content was rarely origi-
nal: the account frequently shared news and tweets 
created by other Twitter users relevant to the proj-
ect’s purposes and interests, with the aim of creating 
a network including other archaeological research 
projects. During this period we aimed to build a fol-

1 Due to the o!set in the accounts opening, only Twit-
ter  has 7 phases, while Instagram and Facebook has respective-
ly  6 and 4.

lowers consensus, mainly following other colleagues 
and archaeology-related accounts.

Phase 2: Fieldwork diary. For two weeks, be-
tween May and June 2017, the "rst VEiL "eldwork 
campaign since the launch of our SM took place: 
this occurrence provided the occasion to improve 
our SM communication on multiple levels: the Ins-
tagram account was opened and ad hoc content was 
daily posted on both platforms to share archaeolo-
gists’ activities in the "eld. #is new approach started 
to draw attention on VEiL accounts: other projects 
and institutions showed interests on what we were 
doing and dedicated some space to our research on 
their accounts.

Phase 3: Team management. Immediately a%er 
"eldwork, VEiL SM presence remained for a while 
scarcely planned. Twitter and Instagram accounts 
were managed simultaneously by di!erent team 
members with no coordination, and posts essentially 
described moments of their archaeological activities 
within the project and other themes related to VEiL’s 
interests. #e main goal during this period was to 
ensure public loyalty and to avoid a drop in the num-
ber of followers

Phase 4: Pre-"eldwork and "eldwork. A turning 
point in the development of VEiL SM strategy was 
the "eldwork season in November 2017, when, look-
ing at the analytics referring to the previous period, 
we realised the need of a more structured commu-
nication and we started de"ning and implementing 
our strategy. We thus increased our SM presence by 
opening a Facebook page; secondly, two weeks be-
fore the survey campaign, we started posting every 
day content related to the designing and planning of 
a landscape archaeology project, from the analysis of 
remote sensing images, through the study of recov-
ered artefacts, to the dissemination of the research 
results.

During "eldwork activities, we published daily 
multiple posts, but according to a more structured 
and planned strategy; with growing awareness of 
each platform mechanism, we started also to system-
atically collect information and to study public re-
actions to each post, in order to identify the themes 
preferred on each SM and/or by di!erent public and 
to recognise the most engaging content.

Phase 5: Weekly schedule structured strategy. 
Further analytics inspection lead to acknowledge 
that posting all the year round (and not only during 
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Methods in Archaeology” conference held in Tubin-
gen in March 2018, joining an international network 
through the hashtag #caatue (5.4). #e third event 
that drew attention on VEiL’s SM was an only-twitter 
event, called #MuseumWeek, that took place at the 
end of April 2018, during which VEiL’s SMs used the 
o&cial hashtag of the event to build links with other 
Italian institutions (5.6). #e last event was the inter-
national conference YoCoCu 2018, held in Matera in 
May, that was used  to forge connections with profes-
sionals through the twitter network @yococu (5.8). 
Between each event, VEiL’s SMs reverted back to the 
usual routine (5.3, 5.5, 5.7), maintaining growing fol-
lowers acquisition rates as a backlash of the events, 
especially on Twitter.

Phase 6: Artefact study campaign. #e next 
turning point in the development of VEiL SM strat-
egy was the artefact study campaign that took place 
in Summer 2018. In that period, the regular weekly 
schedule was put on hold and SM accounts posted 
content daily, sharing in real time the research activ-
ities. #ree posts were scheduled every day and their 
content included information on VEiL members, the 
study routine and the material culture being anal-
ysed. #e growth in the number of followers reached 
in this short period demonstrated again how the ‘re-
al-time archaeological work’ contents can increase 
engagement rates and the e!ectiveness of convey-
ing unique content, both in boosting interest and in 
reaching new public. 

Phase 7: new weekly structured strategy (cur-
rent). A new strategy started to be implemented a%er 
the artefact study campaign and it was again organ-
ised following weekly "xed appointment, continuing 
up to now. #e current weekly schedule is organised 
as such:

• #VEiLers: published on Tuesday, these 
posts present team members at work, detailing 
project methodology and introducing the real 
actors of this project. Replacing #Wednesday-
Methodology, these posts portray team mem-
ber busy in different fieldwork tasks showing 
work routine;

• on Wednesday, with the header “in the 
meantime, in #Aquileia”, VEiL social ac-
counts circulate content related to archaeolog-
ical projects or other initiatives that took place 

"eldwork) was crucial to increase audience and to 
gain its loyalty. We thus started to design a well de-
"ned strategy, adapting the content to the social plat-
form to be used. A speci"c role -both in the strategy 
conception and implementation- was assigned to 
each team member, in order to exploit each mem-
bers’ expertise and inclinations. Collected analytic 
data provided information for the identi"cation of 
content that had generated an higher number of vi-
sualisations: during this period (about 7 months), 
VEiL social accounts started to post contents accord-
ing to a regular weekly schedule, organised as three 
"xed appointments, each one devoted to a speci"c 
topic:

• #MondayHistory: dedicated to the histo-
ry of the Roman city of Aquileia;

• #WednesdayMethodology: facing issues 
related to the methodology of archaeological 
research and enabling the public to see ar-
chaeologists at work;

• #FridayFind presenting each week an 
unusual find recovered during project field-
work.

#is weekly schedule was completed by other, more 
occasional, posts related to special occurrences, news 
or happenings; the routine was also occasionally dis-
rupted during the participation to speci"c events 
(like conferences) by VEiL members: in this case the 
accounts published posts multiple times a day, shar-
ing real time what was happening at the event. #e 
hashtag #VEiLinTransfer was purposely created in 
order to gather all the content related to these events.
To elucidate the impact that some of these activities 
determined on Twitter’s followers growth, the phase 
5 will be further divided in sub-phases. #e planned 
weekly schedule (phase 5.1) was maintained over 2+ 
month in order to enable the public to get used to the 
new strategy and create strong public engagement. 
A%er this period, the scheduled posting plan was al-
tered in connection with speci"c events. #e "rst, in 
February 2018 (5.2), was a 4 days Public Archaeol-
ogy Conference in Italy, TourismA 2018, described 
on VEiL’s SMs with the dedicated hashtag #passato-
futuroTourismA18. Later, VEiL members participat-
ed to the “Computer Application and Quantitative 
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in Aquileia: this kind of posts are intended to 
foster the creation of a network with local in-
stitutions and to promote an informal interac-
tion among different stakeholders working in 
the same area;

• we maintained #FridayFinds in the new 
schedule, as analytics demonstrated that is the 
most effective and engaging content for pub-
lic over the whole period of life of VEiL SM 
accounts. In order to increase public engage-
ment and to foster public interaction, posts 
occasionally contain a direct call to action: 
through riddles or direct questions, followers 
are called to recognised the object portrayed 
in the posts. We also use #FridayFinds posts 
to gain suggestions from expert public in re-
lation to artefacts, the nature of which is du-
bious: this weekly post is highly appreciated 
by material culture scholars, attracted by the 

possibility to share preliminary results with-
out the waiting time of official publications 
and comparing finds from different sites in an 
informal way;

• during the weekend, #DiscoveringAq-
uileia presents each week an archaeological 
area of the city with the goal of improving 
public knowledge of the city where the proj-
ect takes place. The topic was chosen spe-
cifically for the summer period, when tour-
ism in Aquileia is at its peak: these posts are 
addressed mainly to this segment of public, 
providing useful information for the visit to 
the city. 

#e new strategy is enriched by a new graphic 
design for the visual content, with a coloured label 
assigned to each image according to each theme 
(orange for #VEiLers, light-blue for #FridayFinds, 

Figure 1. VEiL project’s public gender and age.
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green for #DiscoveringAquileia) to easily recognise 
the topic of each post.

Results so far reached are going to be discussed 
in detail below. 

Insights and Analytics

Analytics have been constantly monitored using 
tools provided by each SM platform to better under-
stand the interests of the public and the volume of 
engagement each post and each strategy change have 
determined. Analytical data collection was made 
both automatically and manually in order to per-
form comparative analysis between the results. Key 
metrics selected for the study of our SM strategy and 
for understanding our public’s inclinations are mul-
tiple: qualitative and quantitative metrics about gen-
der, age and nationality, coupled with more subtle 
information provided by Twitter Analytics regarding 
the interests of the followers, were fundamental to 
understand the potential and the geographical cov-
erage of each platform. Quantitative metrics related 
to the tra&c volume provided by each account (i.e. 
visualisations, interactions, impressions, likes, clicks, 

retweets, sharing, comments, answers and followers 
growth) have been collected on a daily/post basis 
and turned into mean rates to compare strategies 
across time. 

As analytics and insights are accessible only by 
the owners and managers of the SM pro"le and giv-
en the absence of published data relative to other 
similar projects, it is not possible to compare VEiL’s 
quantitative and qualitative parameters with other 
projects’ ones. In absence of accessible structured 
data, analysing merely public parameters of other 
projects could have led to an incorrect interpretation. 
Followers’ number could not be considered a way 
to measure a page/pro"le e!ectiveness in reaching 
the public, since all the SM platforms provide paid 
services to sponsor the page, to improve the visibil-
ity of the account themselves, and even to purchase 
followers. It must be noted that, throughout all the 
phases presented above, VEiL Social media did not 
make any use of sponsored content. Furthermore, 
analysing publicly visible interactions is not enough, 
because real interactions should take into account 
also the number of users who actually see the con-
tent, an information that Social Network platforms 
share only with the account owner(s). For this rea-

Figure 2. VEiL project’s Twitter followers interests.
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all ages and both genders are represented, with 
a slight predominance of female users (always 
around 60%). Nonetheless, there is a signi"cant 
di!erence between Twitter public, on one side, 
and Facebook and Instagram public2 on the oth-
er. Instagram and Facebook publics appear similar 
in terms of age, with around 50% of the followers 
in the 25-34 y.o. range and a noticeable presence 

2 Data shown for Twitter Public are from the public 
until March 2018, for Instagram and Facebook until July 2018. 
Privacy rules set on Twitter a%er that date make impossible to 
observe the gender of the followers.

son, our analysis focuses only on VEiL’s results and 
achievements, with the hope that in the future other 
projects will start sharing their analytical data, pro-
viding means for a more detailed and comprehensive 
comparative analysis. 

Public quantitative and qualitative metrics

#e nature of each of the used SM platforms is re-
$ected in the di!erent type of followers. As data 
collected show, VEiL project’s public is quite het-
erogeneous across the three used platforms; almost 

Figure 2. VEiL project’s Twitter followers interests.
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for the age ranges 18-24 and 35-54, which re$ects 
the fact that these platforms are used by a young-
er audience. Twitter public is quite di!erent, with 
age range between 55-64 years and 65+ well rep-
resented, as well as an unusual presence (47%) of 
followers aged 13-17. #is can be explained as a 
misrepresentation of data, linked to the fact that 
institutional accounts o%en declare as date of birth 
the date of institution founding (or project starting 
for projects) or leave it blank, letting Twitter auto-
matically registers an age range from 13 to 55. Even 
excluding this range from the analysis, we can see 
that the Twitter public is older than the Instagram 
and Facebook ones, and requires therefore a cus-
tomised communication.

Followers’ interest analytics provided by Twitter 
(see "gure 2) seem to show that our Twitter follow-
ers are part of an educated and knowledgeable pub-
lic, which likely utilise it as a “news media” (Bennato, 
Benhotman & Pancones 2011; Java, Song, Finin et al 
2007) rather than a “phatic media” (Miller 2008). #e 
strong presence among our followers of archaeologi-
cal institutions, museums, projects and professionals 
con"rms this view. 

Like Twitter, Instagram works well to create net-
works for information exchange among institutions 
and associations. #is possibility is instead discount-
ed on Facebook, since this platform does not allow 
direct interactions between pages, making it more 
di&cult to foster networking among projects or or-
ganisations. Our Facebook followers are thus mainly 

private pro"les. Unfortunately, more in-depth infor-
mation about Facebook and Instagram public’s in-
terests are not available due to the di!erent privacy 
rules of these platforms’ analytics.

Public nationality and spoken language are oth-
er key metrics, that initially enabled us to determi-
nate the style and the preferred language on each 
SM. #ere are slight di!erences across our three 
SM platforms. Italy is the predominant country of 
the public across all the platforms (Figure 3). On 
Facebook Italy is the only country signi"cantly rep-
resented, while on Twitter there is a strong presence 
of a UK based public and a slight presence of Amer-
icans and Spanish; for Instagram we record a good 
presence of UK and USA followers. It’s interesting 
to point out here that up to the #MuseumWeek 
(5.6), Twitter used to have an absolute predomi-
nance of UK followers, that now represent only the 
19% of the followers. #is can be explained with the 
high number of interactions with Italian institu-
tions and personal pro"les during that event, which 
resulted in a fast growth of Italian based public on 
this speci"c SM.

Twitter and Facebook insights provide also in-
formation about the regions of origin, although in 
an incomplete way. "gure 3 shows the geographic 
spread of our public: on Facebook, the Italian ad-
ministrative regions with highest numbers of fol-
lowers are those in which VEiL’s members live and 
work, re$ecting the role of personal connections. On 
Twitter, we see a di!erent behaviour, with less depen-

Table I: VEiL project’s Twitter, Facebook and Instagram resulting metrics, subdivided by each phase and sub-phase of the 
strategy.
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platforms and to evaluate the relationships between 
di!erent key metrics. For example, the metrics of 
subphase 5.4 and subphase 5.6, which share a similar 
time span and the same number of tweets on Twitter, 
demonstrates that the number of answers -meaning 
the constant interaction with other users under each 
original post- is correlated to the overall engagement 
of followers with the posted content more than to the 
number of tweets.

Analytics also enable comparison and evalua-
tion of the followers growth over time, as shown in 
figure 4: Instagram proved to be less successful in 
attracting followers while Twitter started to grow 
faster since the beginning of the PA initiative and 
never lost its positive trend. This, with the com-
parative observation of the values collected in ta-
ble I, suggests that type of content shared by VPAI 
is more suitable for a microblogging platform and, 
in general, more attractive for Twitter users: the 
total number of visualisations so far obtained on 
Twitter overcome by almost the 600% those on 
Facebook and by almost the 6000% the ones on 
Instagram, which, instead, continues to grow at a 
slow pace.

dency from the members personal connections and 
a wider reach.
Spoken languages plot of Facebook shows an almost 
absolute prevalence of Italian language followers; on 
Twitter, instead, we can appreciate a predominance 
of English speakers: this information was at the basis 
of the decision to write tweets in English. 

As stated above, Facebook remains connected to 
the local communities and reaches less e!ectively an 
international and wider public, thus pointing out the 
higher potential of Twitter.

Engagement Quantitative Metrics

Metrics like numbers of consumptions (Heinonen 
2011), interactions, and followers’ gains have been 
collected on a daily basis since the beginning of the 
project. Data were then subdivided by each of the 
phases presented above, and interactions were cal-
culated per each subphase. #e resulting values are 
synthesized in table I. Phases and sub-phases had 
di!erent lengths, ranging from 4 days to 213 days. 
Raw data like these provide a way to compare in-
formation relative to the same phase on three SM 

Figure 4. National, regional and linguistic origin of the public of VEiL project’s SM platforms.
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Twitter Analysis

Table II shows Twitter key metrics resulted from 
the means calculation over each phase. The first 
possible deduction is that Twitter saw a fast 
growth in phase 4, showing the interest of public 
for fieldwork activities undertaken in that peri-

For further and more consistent analysis, the 
arithmetic mean of each value has been calculated 
on the basis of the length of each phase, in order to 
understand what in$uences the growth or decrease 
of the public engagement. #e resulting daily values 
have been synthesised in tables II, III and IV and 
graphically rendered in "gures 5, 6 and 7.

Table II: VEiL project’s Twitter resulting daily mean values.

Figure 5. VEiL project’s Twitter daily mean values plot with tendencies lines.
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subphases, and almost twenty times more retweets 
and likes: the account never saw a similar engage-
ment rate before and never experienced similar 
long lasting effects; indeed, the three subphases 
after the #MuseumWeek registered a decreasing 
trend, but compared to the results collected during 
the phases before that event, they saw numbers 

od. From this moment, the growth of the account 
seems constant in all the metrics observed, with 
some standard error and one exception, clearly 
seen in subphase 5.6 during the #MuseumWeek. 
This event reached exceptional results, gaining 
almost six times more visualisations, interactions 
and clicks compared to the previous phases and 

Figure 6. VEiL project’s Facebook daily mean values plot with tendencies lines.

Table III: VEiL project’s Facebook resulting daily mean values.
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tion of the recent phase 6. #is fact con"rms once 
again the importance of the networking on Twitter 
on occasion of special events of reciprocal interest 
in order to create a core group of long lasting and 
interacting followers. 

Phase 6 represents another turning point: here, 

still significantly higher and rate never fell under 
the previous values.

Table II shows another characteristic common 
of all the four events, i.e. the attainment of a high-
er number of new followers as a consequence of an 
‘event’ compared to any other phase, with the excep-

Table IV: VEiL project’s Instagram resulting daily mean values.

Figure 7. VEiL project’s Instagram daily mean values plot with tendencies lines.
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Due to the fact that there is not an internal tool for 
metrics extraction in Instagram, data have been 
collected manually from each post: for this reason, 
it is necessary to keep in mind that Instagram data 
here analysed represents posts engagement and not 
the whole pro"le or page engagement as seen for 
Facebook and Twitter. However, due to the nature 
of this speci"c SM, single-post oriented, it can be 
assumed that there wouldn’t be signi"cant di!er-
ences.

Of the SM adopted within V_PAI Instagram ap-
pears indeed to be providing the worst results. Both 
raw data in table I and mean rates in table IV portray 
a remarkably lower public engagement than Twitter 
and Facebook. #is can be explained by the nature 
of this SM based on visually attractive posts without 
textual content. Indeed, "eldwork activities, with 
their highly appealing visual content, enabled to at-
tain followers’ rates superior to 1.0, while during the 
structured strategy period of Phase 5 they have been 
equal to 0. Likes and impressions rates demonstrate 
the same behaviour, except for the #MuseumWeek 
sub-phase (5.6), which gained slightly better results
Tendencies lines displayed in "gure 4 are the less 
promising among the three SM, but the impressions 
rates plot is now showing a positive trend; interac-
tions with other projects together with a more target-
ed use of combined broad and speci"c hashtags and 
the adoption of the new strategy will likely provide 
positive results in a short time frame.

Conclusion

Experience has demonstrated how managing ef-
fectively our SM for communicating research re-
quires vision, accurate planning, and systematicity, 
and even developing digital communication skills 
that, as archaeology practitioners, we initially had 
to cultivate through self- training before being able 
to master. SM o!er us analytic tools that provide 
direction and support our e!orts of expanding the 
number of people we are communicating with: the 
analyses that we now methodically undertake on 
SM mined data enable us to understand better both 
our work and our public’s requests and provide in-
sights that can help us to shape new strategies to 
increase our audience. In just one year the three SM 
platforms of our project went from 82 to 1,047 total 

a%er the immovability seen in Subphase 5.9, analyt-
ics show a new fast growth, due to the artefact study 
campaign: the new strategy adopted a%er that event 
together with the long-lasting e!ects of the previous 
"eldwork, is showing engagement rates comparable 
only with the subphase 5.7. Tendencies lines present-
ed in "gure 5 are indeed positive and show a grow-
ing trend for all the engagement key metrics selected, 
demonstrating the e&cacy of the strategies adopted 
so far.

Facebook Analysis

Table III collects Facebook key metrics resulted from 
the means calculation over each phase. #e account 
opened during the "rst "eldwork activities. A com-
parison with Twitter’s metrics shows that during this 
phase Facebook appears to have gained better results, 
followed by a steadfast decline during the next phase. 
#is may be explained by the nature of the ‘core pub-
lic’ in this platform: this is built mainly from per-
sonal “contacts” of VEiL team members, people not 
necessarily interested in the archaeological discourse, 
explaining the key metrics volatility over time. 

Analysis of the subphases related to events shows 
how this platform performed di!erently compared 
to Twitter: #MuseumWeek, being a virtual event, 
did not concur to stir interest and obtain new fol-
lowers, while the conferences TourismA 2018 and 
YoCoCu2018 determined peaks in new followers 
rate. 

Phase 6 represents also here a de"ning moment: 
the real-time description of the work routine of 
VEiL’s team and insights on their research pro"les 
determined an increase of impressions, interactions, 
likes and comments, never seen so frequent before. 
Tendencies lines ("gure 6) show that while impres-
sions have a negative tendency, likes and interactions 
rate, together with followers ("gure 4) are still grow-
ing. #e new strategy, more focused on team mem-
bers’ daily work, has a good chance to boost the fol-
lowers of VEiL’s Facebook page.

Instagram Analysis

Instagram key metrics mean rates have been collect-
ed in table IV. It was not possible to collect data from 
impressions, pro"le views and comments prior the 
Facebook page opening due to internal limitations.
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